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Hi & Welcome
Welcome to the Element Fertility Yoga Course. I’m so honoured to share a part of this

journey with you. 

If you haven't already, make sure you download a copy of your "Fertility Nutrition & Lifestyle

Guide" which goes into detail about the best ways to nourish your body & set up your home

while trying to conceive.

In this guide, we are going to talk about Fertility Yoga & Syncing with your cycle. And

this is where (I feel!) the magic really happens. 

A quick intro about me - my name is Jennifer. I'm a Pilates & Yoga teacher & I specialise

in women's health, pre-post natal exercise & fertility support. I have worked with women

all over the world to help their journeys to motherhood & beyond. 

I am also a mother of two. My path to building my family was far from what I imagined it

would be (you can read my full story here if you wish) . I spent years going through

fertility treatments, seeing doctor after doctor, being told I was a "very difficult case." 

It was during my second fertility journey to having my son that I discovered Fertility

Yoga & its incredible benefits. After failed IVF treatments, miscarriage and a constant

feeling of anxiety & despair, it was the one thing that brought calm to my world. It gave

me back some space in my life that wasn't about medical appointments or test results. I

felt more confident, at ease, more at peace.

And after everything, I fell pregnant naturally.

In this course, I'm going to show you how you can work with (not against) your body on

your fertility journey. I'll show you how to harness the power of your hormones, your cycle

and your mindset to give you back the confidence you need as you navigate your path to

motherhood. I'm always here - so please reach out at hello@elementpilatesyoga.com

when you need. 
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This Guide Will Cover The Following:

What is Fertility Yoga & how can it
help you fall pregnant?

What is Cycle Syncing & how does this
affect fertility?

How can we combine our yoga
practice, exercise routine &
nutrition to supercharge hormones
& enhance fertility?

FERTILITY YOGA

CYCLE SYNCING

CONNECTING IT ALL TOGETHER
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It will help balance your hormones  

It regulates your nervous system (allowing your body to get out of "fight or flight" mode

& find that "rest and digest" state more easily)

It increases blood flow to your reproductive organs & pituitary gland

It's helpful for those struggling with fertility due to hormonal imbalances (PCOS, low

AMH, DOR or amenorrhea) 

It's also assists those with physiological concerns, such as endometriosis & fibroids

Fertility Yoga is not so different from "regular" yoga, but it works with your monthly cycle.

Each 4 phases of your menstrual cycle (menstrual, follicular, ovulatory & luteal) will

correspond to 4 different types of practice. This "feminine" approach to yoga has very

specific benefits for your mind & body on your fertility journey:

But most importantly (I feel) is that Fertility Yoga allows a sense of calm & peace into your

life. It's a time in your day that's just for you. It allows you to really connect with your body,

how you're feeling and what you need. 

There are many studies that prove a link between practicing yoga & reducing stress levels

- and lots of research that shows fertility outcomes are greatly improved by decreasing

stress. There is also a report published by Harvard Medical School in the journey Fertility

and Sterility that demonstrated women were 3 times more likely to conceive by practicing

yoga & relaxation practices than those who didn't.

What is Fertility Yoga & How Will It Help You Fall Pregnant?
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Use Ovulation Predictor Kits (OPKs)

Check for cervical mucus (ovulation happens as you produce egg-white consistency

cervical mucus)

Checking your basal body temperature (BBT) at the same time each morning. A slight

rise in BBT signals ovulation has occurred.

First of all, you'll need to get an idea of where you're at in your cycle. If you have a regular

cycle & you're aware of which stage you're at, then jump straight in to the videos within

this course.

If you're not sure or your cycle isn't so regular, there are a few ways you can track it:

If you have a missing cycle or it's extremely irregular, it is worth speaking to your doctor or

naturopath to address this first. 

Once you're aware of which phase you're in, you can practice the corresponding Fertility

Yoga Sequences within this course:

How Do You Get Started With Fertility Yoga?

Days 1-6 (approx) Menstrual Phase

Days 7-14 (approx) Follicular Phase

Days 15-17 (approx) Ovulatory Phase

Days 18-28 (approx) Luteal Phase



Being a woman is beautifully dynamic. Throughout our monthly cycle, our hormones

perform a carefully choreographed dance. By working with our hormonal fluctuations, we

can tune into our bodies in order to promote optimum health & fertility.

Cycle syncing is about matching your life to your menstrual cycle in order to balance

hormones, keep stress levels low, reduce PMS, improve ovulation & avoid burnout. We can

adjust our diet, exercise routine, social calendar & even work commitments to our cycle.

This boosts our fertility by avoiding excess stress – and without those added stress

hormones flooding the body throughout the month, we can stay out of that “fight or flight”

response that interferes with healthy ovulation & embryo implantation. 

Women (especially in the Western world) have been conditioned to think that we should

be the same at all times – active, productive & full of energy on any day of the month.

Periods are an inconvenience, demonstrated by endless sanitary product ads showing

women running, swimming & carrying on as normal during this time. 

In reality, we are NOT the same on every day of the month. You should not expect to be able

to climb mountains on the days you have your period, and you certainly don’t need to

stress your body out by pushing it to do so. Cycle syncing allows you to flow with your

body, rather than work against it.
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What is Cycle Syncing?



Start by tracking your cycle. We have 4 different phases in our monthly cycle & each

phase has its own unique needs. Once you start to get a feel for each different phase,

we start to connect with our body on a deeper level. 

The below table is a general guide. Remember every woman’s cycle is different & can

often vary from month to month. Not every woman’s cycle is a perfect 28-day calendar,

so don’t worry if this is the case for you. A healthy cycle is generally considered

“normal” if it is anywhere from 23-45 days. You may find that cycle syncing actually

brings you closer to a regular 28-day cycle. 

You can track your ovulation through an Ovulation Predictor Kit (OPK). These require

you to pee on a stick (usually) first thing in the morning. The stick shows the level of

Luteinizing Hormone (LH) in your body which surges just before ovulation occurs. The

Clearblue Advanced Digital ovulation tracking device is especially helpful as it tracks

both LH & the rise in estrogen, giving you more days’ notice of impending ovulation. 

Another good way of tracking ovulation is to note the amount of cervical mucus your

body is producing – at ovulation you should see clear, sticky discharge which is the

consistency of egg-whites. 

Lastly, you can also check your basal body temperature (BBT) at the same time each

morning. A slight rise in BBT signals ovulation has occurred.
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So How Do We Sync With Our Cycle?



Phase
Days

(approx)
What's Happening in your body? Exercise Guidelines

Menstrual 1-6
Estrogen and progesterone are at

their lowest. The lining of the
uterus sheds, causing bleeding.

Restorative yoga, light
movements, gentle walking. Extra

sleep-in instead of going to the
gym.

Follicular 7-14
Estrogen and progesterone are on

the rise. Follicle stimulating
hormone (FSH) starts to increase.

Hormones start to rise bringing
more energy & brain power. Now

is a good time for higher intensity
workouts, weights, cardio &

dance classes.

Ovulatory 15-17

Estrogen & FSH peaks. Luteinizing
hormone is released. Testosterone
and progesterone rise as an egg is

released by the ovaries.

Here you have the most energy, so
go for those intense workouts.
Spinning, HIIT classes, power

yoga, dynamic pilates.

Luteal 18-28

Estrogen and progesterone levels
are high at the start of this phase.
If the egg isn’t fertilised, hormone
levels decrease & the menstrual

cycle starts again.

You’ll want to start winding down
your exercise routine during this
phase. Return to gentle workouts
– gentle pilates & yoga, slow &
lighter weights. Gentle cardio –
walks, go for an easy bike ride.

Cycle Tracking Table:
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Find yourself a monthly diary. Starting with your period, track the days that you bleed &

note how you feel. 

As you move into your follicular, ovulatory & luteal phases, write down any symptoms in

your body, your mood & energy levels. Notice whether you feel like exercising, socialising or

having sex. If, for example, you are feeling sluggish & tired over the whole month, or don’t

feel your libido increase around ovulation, this is a sign your hormones are out of balance.

That’s why it’s important to track your cycle & any changes you experience over at least 3-4

months to see if any differences start to occur.

Our bodies change throughout the month, so it makes sense for our nutritional needs &

exercise routines to change too. Below is a comprehensive guide to best sync your life with

your cycle. 

But ease into it, you don’t have to make huge changes all at once. 

Also, remember your cycle flows gradually. You may find the beginning of your follicular

phase still carries lower energy from menstruation, before rising. And the start of your

luteal phase may feel energetic from ovulation, before slowing down again as you get closer

to your period. 

Keep listening to your body & how it feels, rather than pushing it into the next phase.

How Do We Connect It All Together? One Phase At A Time...
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Indulge in a deep, restorative yoga practice (the menstruation practices in this course

are designed for exactly this)

On the first 1-2 days of your period, try to take a few hours to rest and focus on yourself.

Sip a cup of tea, read a book, take a nap. While it may not be possible to have a day off

or even a few hours to yourself, take whatever time you can.

Try to delegate (or ignore!) one task on your to-do list to lighten the load on your mind

and body. E.g. can someone else prepare dinner, do laundry, or organise take-away

Menstrual Phase - Your "Winter" Season

Here energy levels are at their lowest. Slow down, rest & reflect. Pamper yourself. Don’t

expect too much. Taking care of yourself now will help you store up energy for the rest of

your cycle. This also sets you up for a more balanced month hormonally & will increase

your fertility. 

This phase is about letting go & releasing. A perfect time for journaling, self-reflection &

meditation. Set some goals for the coming month. Let your partner know that you’re taking

some extra “me” time during this stage – if possible, go for a massage or take a nap.

3 self-care tips for this phase of your cycle:

Exercise 
Restorative yoga, light movements, gentle walking. Extra sleep-in

instead of going to the gym.

Nutrition
Warming foods like soups, casseroles & iron-building red meat.

Limit alcohol & caffeine. 

Lifestyle
May want to spend more time alone, okay to avoid big social

functions. Interest in sex likely decreases.
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Here your energy is rising – so tackle those tricky projects or big tasks you’ve been

meaning to get done so you have more time to rest again later in your cycle

This is a great time to focus on work, being busy and getting things done

Here is a perfect time to build strength and stamina in your exercise practices (the

follicular phase videos in this course will help you with this!)

Follicular Phase - Your "Spring" Season

As your hormone levels start to rise, your creative energy is high & you’re starting to feel

more motivated. This allows you to make a move on any goals you may have been

procrastinating over. It’s also is a good time to go out with your partner or your friends &

you may feel inspired to try new forms of exercise. 

Keep in mind that while higher-intensity workouts are helpful at this time, you want to also

ensure you allow time for your body to rest & recover. Don’t overdo it. Overly exerting the

body can increase stress hormones.

3 self-care tips for this phase of your cycle:

Exercise 
Hormones start to rise bringing more energy & brain power. Now

is a good time for higher intensity workouts, weights & cardio
dance classes. 

Nutrition
Lighter & more vibrant foods. Lots of protein & cruciferous

vegetables (such as broccoli, cauliflower, sprouts & cabbage) for
estrogen support. Lots of leafy greens.

Lifestyle

You’re likely feeling more social & more open to sex & intimacy.
Problem solving skills also kick in, so this is a good time to
tackle any issues at work or within relationships, or perhaps

schedule work strategy meetings. 
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This is the perfect time to indulge in femininity. Treat yourself to a spa day, a new outfit,

or getting your hair done.

Make a date with your partner for some intimate & reconnection time. Go for evening

walks, have a dinner out together, make time for conversation. If you’re single, this is a

perfect time to socialise & go out with your friends.

An energetic & flowing yoga practice will work beautifully for your body at this time

(follow the ovulatory phase videos within the course).

Ovulatory Phase - Your "Summer" Season

At this stage, your hormones peak & you’re feeling confident. Your communication &

social skills are highest. This is a good time for important meetings, having a difficult

conversation (ask for that pay rise!) & attending networking events. Schedule a date night

with your partner. Again, remember that while you may have more energy for those high-

intensity workouts at this time, the fertility journey is all about keeping the nervous

system balanced & stress-levels low. So allow time for rest & recover between workouts.

3 self-care tips for this phase of your cycle:

Exercise 
Here you have the most energy, so go for those intense workouts.

Spinning, HIIT classes, power yoga, dynamic Pilates. 

Nutrition
Raw & cooling foods are best here – salads, smoothies. Keep up

your fresh veggies, include lots of fish.

Lifestyle

Best time to host or attend parties. Also good to remember that
while you may be feeling sociable, this is your peak fertility time
so remember to keep some energy for spending time with your

partner too. Libido is at its peak.
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This is a time in your cycle to be naturally introspective. Feel free to indulge in some alone

time. Go for a walk by yourself in nature. Curl up with a book or your favourite tv show.

If going out with friends, this is a time more suited to one-on-one catch ups, rather that late

nights out & big parties

Slow down your exercise practice with some gentle restorative yoga (practice the videos for the

2 week wait within this course)

Here your hormone levels start to drop. At the beginning of this phase, you may still have energy

from ovulation, but listen to your body as it starts to slow down again, especially if you think you

may be pregnant. Your attention starts to turn inwards again. You may feel the desire to spend

more time at home & nest. Leave yourself some downtime & moments for self-care. If you’re trying

to conceive, this is the stage of the 2 week wait & can produce a lot of anxiety as you wait to find

out if you’re pregnant. Find yourself a creative project you can work on during this time to help

channel your energy, or tick off your to-do list & get through admin tasks at work.

3 self-care tips for this phase of your cycle:

Exercise 

You’ll want to start winding down your exercise routine during this
phase, but keep moving if you can, as this will help boost your mood

& reduce bloating as you get closer to PMS. Return to more gentle
workouts – yin & restorative yoga, slow & lighter weights. Gentle

cardio – walks, go for an easy bike ride.

Nutrition
Include lots of slow burning carbohydrates (sweet potato, brown rice,

quinoa) & roasted root veggies. More warming foods. Get enough fiber
to flush out any excess estrogen from the body.

Lifestyle

This is a good time for date nights in at home, watching Netflix &
ordering takeaway. Allow yourself time each day to enjoy a cup of tea,
read a book or meditate. You may feel like seeing a movie or having a
coffee with friends, rather than attending parties & big gatherings.

Luteal Phase - Your "Autumn" Season
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What if you don’t have a cycle or regular period?
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If you don’t have a regular cycle, you may be thinking “this sounds great but how on earth can

it help me?” You may actually find that following fertility yoga sequences & changing your

nutrition helps to kick start a healthier cycle. Or, in many cases, it may be worth seeing a

doctor, naturopath or functional nutritionist to work with your exact condition.

But the in the meantime, you can cycle sync by using the moon. The moon is a powerful

source of feminine energy. It’s no coincidence the lunar cycle & female cycle are around the

same length (29 days). Many women even find that their menstrual cycle naturally falls in

sync with the moon without even realising it. If you’re not menstruating, you can use this

cyclical energy to help rebalance your hormones & regulate them to this cycle.

We use the moon phases as follows

 

You can easily find a moon calendar via a quick google search, or by using a Moon Phase/Lunar

Calendar app. 

New Moon Menstrual Phase

Waxing Moon Follicular Phase

Full Moon Ovulatory Phase

Waning Moon Luteal Phase
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Making peace with your period - the key to embracing your new cycle
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Seeing those first few drops of blood each month when you’re trying to conceive can be

devastating, frustrating & full of disappointment. It’s completely okay to grieve. While we don’t

want to spend days feeling down & upset, it’s important to honour how you feel. Give yourself

time to cry, spend time alone, vent to your partner or a friend, or do whatever else you feel you

need to get those feelings out. Don’t push them down or they’ll resurface throughout your cycle.

Remember, this time signals the beginning of a new cycle. A cycle of possibility & new

opportunities. During your period, it’s an ideal time to set goals & intentions for the coming

month. Think about what happened in the previous month & what worked well for you. What

didn’t feel right? How can you make some small changes this month to feel better about where

you’re at on your journey? You will find your New Moon Manifestation Ritual in this course which

is a wonderful way to prepare you for the month ahead.

It is also worth journaling about your feelings towards your period in the past. How did you feel

when you first started your period as a young girl? Were you ashamed, afraid to tell anyone? There

is a lot of cultural baggage that we carry in relation to our periods. We are taught they’re

inconvenient, messy, something to hide. Part of the “curse” of being a woman. Even as we get

older & experience menstruation through our twenties & thirties, we are taught that periods are

something to push to the side, “deal with” & not let interfere with our lives. By writing out how we

feel about this baggage, we start to heal our relationship with menstruation. And as you’ve seen

from cycle syncing, being a woman actually gives you access to incredible power that we’re not

taught to harness. Embracing your period & setting yourself up for the month brings that

amazing feminine power back to you.



As always, if you have any questions about the program, don’t hesitate to contact  me via

hello@elementpilatesyoga.com

Disclaimer
This guide is for informational purposes only. It is not intended to be a substitute for

professional medical advice, assessment or treatment. Always seek the advice of your

physician, midwife, pelvic health physiotherapist with any questions you may have

regarding your pregnancy, health, birth and pelvic floor. All physical activity carries the

inherent risk of injury. If you engage in any exercises in this handout, you agree that you do

so at your own risk and agree to release and discharge Element Pilates & Yoga from any

and all claims. If you’re wondering how your pelvic floor is working or if you’re experiencing

pelvic floor symptoms in pregnancy, seeing a pelvic floor physiotherapist for an

individualised assessment to give you specific advice for your needs. All rights for the body

of this text are reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, resold or used in

any manner (electronic, recorded, photocopied or otherwise) without the permission of the

copyright owners. The authors, publisher and all associated parties to this publication

expressly disclaim all and any liability to any person or group, whether a purchaser of this

publication or not, in respect to any parts of the contents of this publication.


